
TYPO3 always centers the needs of our developer community by maintaining high standards, stability, and security. Recently 

released, TYPO3 v11 LTS improves the developer experience even more (and includes a wide range of Editor improvements, too!). 

You can expect cleaner code, faster updates, a unified development approach, and many new and exciting features in the latest 

version of TYPO3.

Developers will love the newest version of TYPO3. Take advantage of improved performance, the latest PSRs and PHP 8. 
Upgrade to TYPO3 v11 LTS today!

WHY YOU SHOULD UPGRADE TO TYPO3 v11 LTS!

PHP 8 SUPPORT

PSR-STANDARDS – PSR-7 FOR EXTBASE & MORE OPTIMIZED BACKEND & TCA FUNCTIONALITY

TYPO3 v11 LTS supports PHP 8. Developers will benefit from 

improvements to the latest PHP version — you can now start 

writing code for the future.

TYPO3 is committed to creating and implementing the 

highest development standards. We support six PSRs 

standards: PSR-3,7,11,14,15,17. These standards are 

supported more widely in TYPO3 v11 LTS, making everything 

from powerful event handling to native PSR-7 Request / 

Response Objects in Extbase easier.

It’s now easier to update Composer packages. In TYPO3 v11 LTS, we replaced requirements for TYPO3-specific information with 

Composer’s standard information and functionality. Files like ext_emconf.php or PackageStates.php are no longer needed. We 

also improved CLI functionality, so you can execute tasks like database schema updates by entering the TYPO3 CLI command 

“extension:setup.” Finally, our new cache-clearing and warm-up functionality help TYPO3 roll out new features smoothly.

A more unified backend, web components for the backend, 

and many improvements to the Table Configuration Array 

(TCA) make development in TYPO3 v11 LTS faster and helps to 

provide a unified editor experience. And you don’t have to 

take care of "MM" Tables anymore. Developers can now focus 

on creating new content structures without worrying about 

backend adjustments. 

IMPROVEMENTS TO CONTINUOUS DEPLOYMENT IN COMPOSER MODE

BETTER API’S & STREAMLINED STRATEGIES

Our new, streamlined developer interface helps you work 

more efficiently and future-proof your code, while unified 

API calls in the Core make daily tasks easier. More efficient 

developer workflows, easier updates, and cleaner code will 

make your developers and end-users happier. 


